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Application Note 

VOCs monitoring in activated carbon abatement systems for Biogas and 

Biomethane with Micro GC FUSION®.

OVERVIEW VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds) are 

substances detectable in all biogases derived from 

anaerobic organic material fermentation. The VOCs 

abatement in biogas by an activated carbon system is 

one of the most used processes, whose efficiency 

should be constantly monitored by appropriate 

instrumentation. A micro gas chromatograph can be an 

excellent solution: practical, simple, and affordable. 

INTRODUCTION VOCs are organic compounds that, at 

a temperature of 293,15 K, have a vapor pressure of 

0,01 kPa or more, or have corresponding volatility 

under particular conditions of use. VOCs are present in 

raw biogases in variable quantities depending on the 

raw materials of origin and the time of year. In most 

cases, however, they are up to 5000 ppm. Considering 

a biogas and/or biomethane production structure, 

VOCs are an active component of the treated gas flow 

and can cause several problems, among which the most 

serious is the plant shut down due to upgrading system 

clogging. Besides being harmful to plant structures, 

VOCs are considered to interfere with odorization. This 

problem is particularly serious if the biomethane 

produced has to be injected into a distribution network. 

One of the most effective and used methods for the 

abatement of VOCs in gas flows is the activated carbon 

filter method, to be replaced periodically, which allows 

a reduction of these compounds up to < 5 ppm.  

ANALYTICAL SOLUTION The proposed method 

involves a Micro GC FUSION micro gas chromatograph 

equipped with a single module equipped with an Rxi-1-

ms column, combined with a solution for heated 

sampling (MPF Multi-Point Flammable). 

 

 

 

 

The gas chromatograph can be prepared only for the 

analysis of the outflow of the VOCs abatement system 

or it is possible to choose to monitor also the incoming 

flow. Here is the simplified outline of the proposed 

solution:

 

Diagram 1: Incoming-outgoing gas analysis 

The gas sample, containing the VOCs to be analysed 

with Micro GC Fusion, must be transported via a heated 

sampling system, otherwise there is a risk of not having 

a representative and reproducible sample. Therefore 

the MPF (Multi Point Flammable) maintains the gas 

characteristics during the transportation to the 

analyser. During the experimental activity the presence 

of hundreds of different VOCs was found in all the 

biogas analysed, moreover it has been seen that they 

can vary in quality and quantity over time, depending 

on the seasons and the digester diet. Due to the 

impossibility to analyse all the hundreds of substances 

present, it was necessary to identify some target 

compounds that complied with the following 

parameters:  

1. Always present in raw biogas at all times of the year 

2. Present in considerable amounts 

3. Be chemically stable and not easily undergo 

decomposition 

4. Be a potential disruptor/masking odorisation agent 

5. Be easily analyzed with Micro GC FUSION 
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RESULTS The VOCs that have been identified and that comply with the points indicated above are: 

• Limonene 

• P-Cymene 

• 2-Butanone (MEK) 

• α-Pinene 

Below you can see a chromatogram obtained from raw biogases that contains several hundred ppm of the substances 

listed above: 

Chromatogram 1: target VOCs in biogas/biomethane 

The VOCs identified are used as tracers to measure the abatement system efficiency and prevent this type of substances 

from blocking the upgrading system. At the same time, it is possible to replace the consumable of the abatement system 

only when it has actually reached saturation. Most upgrading systems accept an amount of VOCs not exceeding 5 ppm, 

so the analysis system must be able to quantify a few ppm.  

Below are the chromatograms of the outgoing flow from the abatement system. As expected, the substances that start 

to get out of the abatement system that is about to saturate are those that have the highest concentration at the 

entrance (Limonene and p-Cymene in most cases). This phenomenon makes the incoming - outgoing analysis an option 

highly recommended (In and Out points in Diagram 1) compared to the only outgoing analysis. It is important that the 

analysis system responds quickly to a possible increase in the target substances concentrations, to allow the necessary 

counteractions to be carried out to safeguard the plant. 
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Chromatogram 2: p-Cymene 2 ppm at the outlet of the abatement system 

 

Chromatogram 3: p-Cymene and  Limonene at the outlet of abatement system during two different operating phases  

CONCLUSIONS Through the use of Micro GC FUSION and the modular MPF system, it was possible to analyze and 

measure the concentration of VOCs identified as tracers at the activated carbon abatement system outlet and inlet. The 

instrumentation used met the requirements of repeatability and reliability over time thanks to the robustness of this 

well-established technology. In conclusion, we can say that the proposed system responds precisely and quickly to a 

concrete optimization problem of the upgrading process, avoiding system failures and saving on charging the activated 

carbon. At the same time, it guarantees the safety requirements on the biomethane odorizability for the injection into 

the network.

 


